
Instead of our traditional MLK day of service, we are recognizing this major milestone of our American 
history. We worked hard to create meaningful learning opportunities for engaging with and reflecting on 

racial equity while following COVID safety protocols. This week of learning and reflecting together, plus 

the walk, is the manifestation of that work; more information about everything, including the Equity 

Walk, is available on the portal resource page and in an email sent by the DEI Council earlier this week. 

Elizabeth Wagenschutz, DEI Council member and Upper School English teacher, reflects on how she 
incorporates Black history into her English classes throughout the school year. 

As an Upper School English teacher, I most often engage with history as it relates to the texts I read with 

my students. Prior to Black History Month this year, students in one class spoke about how they want to 

learn about the history of Black people consistently, not as a special one-time occasion. They want to 

see the Black Ancient Grecians and Romans; they want to have the names of Black inventors and writers 

and mathematicians seamlessly woven into their full education — not just for the benefit of Black 
students but for everyone’s sake. When we learn about others’ stories, we learn more about what it 

means to be human. This is an essential aspect of why we study the Humanities. 

So this year, in conjunction with reading Dr. Martin Luther King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail,” 

students researched Black Americans and their stories that we all should be learning. We then employed 

some of the persuasive appeals that King expertly uses in his letter to explain why we need these 

lessons. Students created slides, full of resources and personal stories, to share with teachers; in 

addition, we worked to create a movie that captures why this study is necessary.  

Click here to watch 

As one student in the movie insightfully states, to know her history is to know her. This truth resounds 

for all of us. To know the history of our shared country — both its beautiful and more painful parts —is 

to more fully know ourselves.  

So we learn about Selma, about the pain and suffering but also the beauty and power of courage and 

overcoming. We walk together, both physically and figuratively, over these 54 days. We reflect upon 

what it means to be a citizen, we honor what those who walked these miles endured, and we build 

together a more just and inclusive tomorrow. We learn each other’s histories and stories so that we can 

more fully know, honor, and care for each other. 

Today is the fifth day of our #ULSEquity challenge walk: commemorating and celebrating the 1965 

Selma Walk with our school’s own 54 miles in 54 days. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NwTfhK2YeYZezJj079L6Tot879Y2jXIy/view



